
Willow Bracelet 
 

 
 

Designed by Denise Yezbak Moore 
Featuring Bead Gallery® beads 

Available exclusively at 
www.halcraftcollection.com 

 



Materials:  
02 Bead Gallery® Tibetan metal & resin oval 1-x12-13mm beads 

(19435A) (amber cap) 
01 Bead Gallery® Tibetan metal & stone oval 10x12-13mm beads 

(19428A) (white cap) 
09 Bead Gallery® Tibetan resin rondelle with metal inlay 9-10x11mm 

beads (19406A) (orange rope) 
05 Bead Gallery® Tibetan metal & resin oval 12.5x15.5mm beads  

(19415A) (red cap) 
01 Bead Gallery® Tibetan red resin rondelle 0.5x10.5mm prayer beads   

(19490A) 
14 Bead Gallery® silver plated 1.5x4mm graduated rondelle beads 
 (12536) 
04 silver tone head pin (12954) 
05 Beadalon® silver tone size 3 crimp beads (JFC3S-1.5G) 
01 silver tone medium lobster clasp (14650) 
02 silver tone 9mm jump rings (16953) 
32” brown 7-ply waxed linen cording 
 
Tools: 
Beadalon classic nipper tool (JTNIP1) 
Beadalon slim line round nose pliers (201A-014) 
Beadalon 2 slim line chain nose pliers (201A-011) 
 
Time: Less than 1 hour 
 
Level Of Difficulty: Intermediate to Advanced 
 
Instructions: 
 

1. Cut 32’ of cording. 
2. String lobster clap 5” down and form an overhand 

knot. 
3. Short strand – Move down a tad, form an overhand 

knot, string rondelle, orange rope, rondelle, and form 
an overhand knot. Trim end and fray. 

4. Bracelet – String (crimp bead, red cap) repeat 3 
times, (rondelle, orange rope) repeat 6 times, 
rondelle, red cap, and crimp bead. 

5. Chain together 2 jump rings. 
6. String jump rings and form 2 knots. 
7. Move down a tad, form an overhand knot, string 

rondelle, orange rope, rondelle, and form an 
overhand knot. Trim end and fray. 



8. Dangles – Using head pin, string amber cap and form 
a wrapped loop. Repeat 1 time. Connect 1 dangle 
to each jump ring. 

9. Using head pin, string white cap and form a 
wrapped loop. Connect to jump ring. 

10. Using head pin, string rondelle, red round, rondelle 
and form a wrapped loop. Connect to jump ring. 


